Learning Log
Year 6 / Spring 1/ Civil rights
Activities chosen from the Learning Log should be recorded inside their homework books. Choose
two activities each week from any box. Make sure that at the end of the term you have chosen an
English/ Maths and an ‘other’ activity. This is in addition to reading tasks , class
comprehension/word problems , spelling and times tables practise.

Literacy Activities
- Write a diary entry for Rosa parks on the day she
sat at the front of the bus
EXT: Use a wide range of vocabulary.

Mathematics Activities
Write down each number (1-20) as a square
number and the inverse square root
EXT: cube the numbers 1-9 (1x1x1)

- Write a book review on your current Library book
EXT: Write 2 reviews and compare/contrast them

Complete Mymaths assignment on Area and
Perimeter.

- Google classroom: Comic strips
Create your own comic strip with clear emphasis on
time connectives, speech and new vocabulary (Use
synonyms in a dictionary to help).

- Google classroom: Balance equations
Copy and complete the questions into your
learning log book. Remember both sides of the
“equals” must be the same value

-Google classroom: Suffix meanings activity
Learn the different meanings of the suffixes given.
Using the words given try and make different
words using different suffixes. Remember they
must be real words!

-Measure the angles using a protractor.
Measure the different angles using your
protractor (Sheet given by teacher)

- Google classroom: 5 pound note
Read through the PDF. Write an adventure story
about where the 5 pound note travels to. You must
write it in the 1st person narrative and introduce
different characters who handle the note.
Remember to use ADD and other language
features.

-Google Classroom – BIDMASS
Complete the assignment on BIDMAS. Copy
and complete it into your learning log.

Creative Curriculum
Creative Curriculum:
Research the following people and pick the most
interesting facts about why they were famous:
Eleanor Roosevelt
John F. Kennedy
Martin Luther King Jr.
Mahatma Gandhi
Rosa Parks
EXT: Find out about more than one person.
Science:
Draw an accurate diagram of a heart with labels?
EXT: Write the functions of the heart.
Spanish
Children will be learning time including minutes, daily
routines, ordinal numbers to 20, prepositions and
finally family members and how to introduce them.

